Algorithmic and sensor adaptivity will play a central role throughout the proposed research. The phenomenological links across multiple sensors are essential for utilizing the inversion results from one modality to constrain the inversion of data from another. In addition, this phenomenological link will be important in employing results from multi-sensor inversion as feedback to the sensors, from which the sensors will autonomously and adaptively optimize themselves for a given sensing scenario. In this context we propose to exploit the fact that future DoD systems are likely to rely increasingly on robots and other unmanned vehicles. For example, with regard to the wide-area sensing problem, one can expect future systems to deploy multi-sensor unmanned air vehicles (UAVs). Similarly, the ground-based sensors can be deployed on multiple robots. In the proposed research we will concentrate on algorithms that would adaptively direct such systems, based on the inversion results.
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- Richard Weaver, NVESD
- Jay Marple, NVESD

2. Program Objective

The program addressed development of adaptive detection and classification algorithms for multi-modal inverse problems. The research focused on the general problem of detection and classification of targets surrounded by dielectric layers and stochastically distributed scattering centers. Within the context of this overarching theme, the program addressed the particular applications of detecting and classifying obscured ground targets, landmines, and subsurface structures.

In the research “inverse scattering” was defined broadly to represent an algorithm that infers the target and environmental characteristics using data from a multiplicity of active and passive sensors. The program considered two classes of inverse-scattering algorithms. One class was based on a direct use of the associated underlying wave equations, often employing a forward solver as an integral component of the inversion process itself. Methods such as reverse-time migration fall under this class of approaches. The second class of inversion schemes used the forward algorithm and available measured data for “training” a statistical model, and during the subsequent inversion the trained algorithm no longer need employ a forward solver. Bayesian and mutual-information-based algorithms fall under this latter class.

3. MURI Team Members

- Lawrence Carin, Duke University
- Leslie Collins, Duke University
- Qing Liu, Duke University
- Alfred Hero, University of Michigan
- Waymond Scott, Georgia Institute of Technology
• James McClellan, Georgia Institute of Technology
• George Papanicolaou, Stanford University

4. Accomplishments

• Adaptive classification algorithms for landmine sensing developed at Duke integrated within NITTEK radar system, and deployed in theater
• Electromagnetic induction system developed by Georgia Tech integrated within Army FCS system
• Transition of MURI personnel to Army (grad student Jay Marple now employed at NVESD)
• Software developed for modeling foliage-penetrating (FOPEN) radar has been transitioned to the DoD High Performance Computing Program (Duke)
• Duke optimal-search technology transitioned to DARPA ISP (integrating sensing and processing) program
• Duke and Michigan optimal sensor-management technology transitioned to DARPA PHD program (predicting health and disease)
• Duke signal processing technology transitioned for standoff detection of electronic circuits, with separate funding from I2WD
• Duke 3D inverse-scattering research transitioned to NIH for breast-cancer-detection research
• Michigan sensor-management approaches are being integrated into human in the loop data mining for bioinformatics applications
• Michigan collaborated with General Dynamics on Willow Run experiment for multi-modal tracking of dismounts and vehicles
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35. X. Dong, Z. Liu and L. Carin, “Volume and surface MLFMA formulations for dielectric targets in the presence of a half space,” accepted for publication in Radio Science.
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